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Let's introduce myself: Martin Op 't Land 

• married Cobi Wattez; father (in law) of Norbert (25), Sifra x Thijs-Willem (27), Sjoerd (29) 

• Principal Consultant and Certified Global Architect at Capgemini 

• 30 years active in mainly Banking and Public 

 

 

 

• several educational affiliations 

– Professor Enterprise Engineering, Antwerp Management School (BE) 

– lecturing at University Antwerp, Maastricht University 

– lecturing DEMO 

 

• finished PhD-research@TUDelft 2008 

– PhD thesis Applying Architecture and Ontology 
 to the Splitting and Allying of Enterprises 

– Summarized for managers in Instrument for 
fast and effective splitting of organizations (NL) 

 

• first book @ Springer EE Series (2009) 

–  Enterprise Architecture: Creating Value by Informed Governance 
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Abstract 

Enterprises increasingly execute complex transformations, such as mergers and splits, 
chain redesign, sharing and sourcing, and the rationalization of products, processes and 
applications. Its consequences are seldom sufficiently timely and completely discerned, 
while this is essential for governing such a transformation. The theory of Enterprise 
Ontology, as defined in DEMO (Design & Engineering Methodology for Organizations) 
claims to deliver a valuable instrument for clarification in transformation 
governance. But how does this work out in real-life?  

   The last 15 years Capgemini has increasingly been using DEMO for this. Detecting 
design & migration issues on executive level in Air France KLM Cargo in 6 weeks. 
Clarifying the organizational split for ING Shared Service Center Securities on the level 
of Europe with respect to the country and label organizations. Validating the 
organizational split for Rijkswaterstaat (Dutch Agency of the Ministry of Transport, Public 
Works and Water Management) and Deltares (the large research institute for Delta 
Technology), including the subjects for contracting their cooperation. Building an 
Overarching Architecture at NATO as foundation for a Service-Oriented Enterprise. 
Clarifying the genericity of patenting for an international Patent Organization. 

   This talk will summarize the main findings from these case studies. Especially DEMO’s 
Construction Model, which is the most abstract ontological aspect model, appears to 
combine high expressiveness with a high Return On Modeling Effort (ROME), which is 
essential in governing complex transformations. At the same time new practice-driven 
research questions emerged, especially in the area of organization implementation. 

June 17th, 2015 
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Proposition 

• In complex enterprise transformations 
– large-scale reorganizations (mergers & splits + Post Merger Integration, chain 

redesign, outsourcing, introduction Shared Service Centers) 

– rationalization of applications, processes and products 

 one needs a common language about organizational activities which is 
easy and essential 

 in order to sufficiently timely and completely discern its consequences. 

 

• The Design & Engineering Methodology for Organizations (DEMO) claims 
that using an Enterprise Ontology as such a common language (with its 
way of thinking & modeling) for transformation governance 
–gives great power of expression and 

– in 10% of the time commonly used 

 

• Until now, best practices at Capgemini confirm this claim 

June 17th, 2015 
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our interest ≠ the "right" model, but maximum effect –  
our interest = a great Return On Modeling Effort (ROME) 
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DEMO as instrument for clarification 
in large Enterprise Transformations 

June 17th, 2015 
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• Capgemini & some of our typical challenges 

 

• DEMO in short – theoretical benefits 

 

• cases 

– issue 

–approach & result/effect 

– contribution of DEMO 

 

• summarizing 

–benefits per use of DEMO 

–open questions 
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Capgemini 

• consulting, technology, outsourcing and local professional services 

• present in over 40 countries with almost 145,000 people 

–merger with IGATE (33,000 people) has been announced 

• mission: to help our clients transform in order to improve their 
performance and competitive positioning 

• The Collaborative Business Experience™ = Capgemini at your side: enabling 
concrete business results through a people-centered approach to technology 

• our passion: successful integrated transformation, combining top-of-the-
range technology with deep sector expertise 

– implementation areas mutually: context & process changes fit to ICT changes 

– from strategy to run: principles of the organization impacting its change 

 

 

June 17th, 2015 
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Some of our typical challenges 

• transformations should be intellectually manageable 

• impact of change of each transformation – & the coherence with other 
transformations– should be discerned sufficiently timely and completely 

–stakeholders, law/regulations, products, processes, organization, HRM, ICT, … 

• transformations are becoming increasingly frequent and complex 

 

• key concern = getting & keeping meaningful overview for all stakeholders 

–especially in having clear chain responsibilities at any moment 

–globality & precision at the same moment! 

 

June 17th, 2015 
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global 

detail 

vague precise 
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DEMO in short – theoretical benefits 

• underlying aim of Enterprise Engineering 

• the building block: actors, transactions, information link 

• transaction axiom: abstraction from (generic) coordination patterns 

• distinction axiom: discern original actions from info/datalogical ones 

• implementation notion: abstract from Technological Alternatives 

–organizational: parties & people 

–“means”: instruments, ICT, etc. 

• theoretically expected benefits 

 

June 17th, 2015 
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What is Enterprise Engineering? 

• Enterprise = (our working definition): 

“An enterprise is a goal-oriented co-operative. 

In order to let an enterprise operate, it should be implemented with 
people and (a/o ICT-) means” 

after Daft (2010) and Op ‘t Land-Dietz (2009) 

• “Enterprise Engineering aims to let enterprises continuously operate as a 
unified and integrated whole. To achieve this, deliberate enterprise 
development (comprising design, engineering and implementation) and 
governance are needed. For such development, coherent functional and 
constructional perspectives are needed, steered by principles.” 

after Enterprise Engineering Manifesto (final version – January 2011) Jan L.G. Dietz (editor) www.ciaonetwork.org  

 

June 17th, 2015 
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Enterprise Engineering ⇒ Development, Governance, Architecture 

http://www.ciaonetwork.org
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DEMO's core-theory 

• Operation Axiom 

– The people in an organization (subjects) perform two kinds of acts: production acts or P-
acts and coordination acts or C-acts. 

• Transaction Axiom 

– C-acts and P-acts always occur in particular patterns  (OER) 

• Composition Axiom 

– Transactions (which bring about new facts in reality)  
are related to each other in one of two possible ways: 

• a transaction is enclosed in another transaction; 

• a transaction is self-activating. 

• Distinction Axiom 

– three distinct human abilities play a role in the operation of actors, called 
performa, informa and forma. 

• Organization Theorem 

–an enterprise is a layered nesting of three homogeneous aspect systems: the B-
organization (from Business), the I-organization (from Intellect) and the D-
organization (from Documents) 

June 17th, 2015 
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E-phase

O-phase

R-phase
customer producer

fact 
stated

fact 
accepted

fact 
promised

fact 
produced

request

desired 
new  fact

fact 
requested

promise

stateaccept
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A DEMO-transaction consists of coordination 
and production acts, in which facts are created 

 

T1 

production coordination 

here production 
facts are created 

here coordination 
facts are created 

Kinds of coordination acts 

success “problems” discourse 

request quit revoke 

promise decline refuse 

state stop allow 

accept reject 

June 17th, 2015 
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DEMO’s distinction axiom 

Coordination Human 
ability  

Production 

as performer as addressee 

expose 
commitment  

evoke 
commitment   

performa  

ontological action  
(decide, judge, manufacture, 

observe) 

express fact 
(formulate) 

educe fact 
(interpret) 

informa  

infological action  
(remember, recall, reproduce, 

deduce, reason, compute, 
etc.)  

utter sentence 
(speak, write) 

perceive 
sentence 

(listen, read) 
forma 

datalogical action  
(store, transmit, copy, 

destroy, etc.) 

June 17th, 2015 
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DEMO abstracts from organizational and 
ICT implementation 

June 17th, 2015 
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A02

baker

A03

transporter

A01

sales

S01

customer

T01

com plete purchase

T04

pay purchase

T02

bake purchase

T03

transport purchase

S02: Pizzeria

Shared Service  
Center Bakery? 

a shared call 
center? 

outsourcing? 

According to which rules should we split this pizzeria? 
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Conclusions: 
theoretically expected benefits of DEMO 
DEMO theory-part abstraction concretion 

distinction axiom 70% reduction of complexity completeness in discerning I-/D-responsibilities 

transaction axiom 70% reduction of complexity completeness in (also tacit) C-acts 

implementation notion ignore current or envisioned organizations / 
implementations 

compare / assess different implementations (parties & 
people / ICT and other means) 

• characteristics of DEMO 
a.completeness of discerning all activities (P-/C-acts, B/I/D) needed to deliver 

product/service 

b.⇒ helps considering / comparing different implementations of these activities 

c.models are able to express “just in time, just enough detail” 

d.making the models is possible with an attractive Return On Modeling Effort 
(ROME) 

• expected benefits of DEMO and its CM 
–business-activities can be unambiguously and fast compared  PMI, 

sharing/sourcing, process-uniformizing 

– ICT-applications can be unambiguously and fast compared application portfolio 
rationalization 

 
June 17th, 2015 
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90% 

power of 
expression 
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Cases 

• for each case, we will discuss 

– issue at hand 

–approach & result/effect 

– contribution of DEMO 

–open questions 

 June 17th, 2015 
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ING Shared 
Services Securities 

Clarifying the organizational split for ING Shared Service Center Securities on the 
level of Europe with respect to the country and label organizations.  

Air France KLM 
Cargo  

Detecting design & migration issues on executive level in Air France KLM Cargo in 6 
weeks.  

Rijkswaterstaat - 
Deltares 

Validating the organizational split for Rijkswaterstaat (Dutch Agency of the Ministry 
of Transport, Public Works and Water Management) and Deltares (the large research 
institute for Delta Technology), including the subjects for contracting their 
cooperation.  

NATO Building an Overarching Architecture at NATO as foundation for a Service-Oriented 
Enterprise.  

international patent 
organization 

Clarifying the genericity of patenting for an international Patent Organization 

Capgemini professionalizing its business analyst competencies + architecting agile Solutions 
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ING started introducing Shared Service 
Centres in its primary business 

Example of SSCs: Introducing product-oriented back-offices on ING MC Netherlands 
Source: Diederik Laman Trip. ING European Retail Strategy, Investor Relationship Symposium, Rotterdam, April 11th, 2002 

 

June 17th, 2015 
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ING Europe had to blueprint 
a Shared Service Center Securities 

• assignment to program Foundations 

–define a integrated project portfolio (roadmap) by mid 2002 

•  let the bank reap first benefits by end 2004 

•  to fit in MTP budgeting cycle, so projects could start in autumn 2002 

–base this roadmap on an architecture 

• let it introduce a common language for the securities domain 

–use the roadmap to revisit the business case 

 

• starting situation end 2001 

–business case was approved 

– international departments were formally reporting to SCS's COO 

–operational strategy = "start with using existing brands as international service 
provider" 

June 17th, 2015 
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How to approach this blueprinting? 
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We needed a rapid approach for modeling the 
"core-activities of the business" 

process model? 

+ -- 

easy to 
understand 

processes were 
going to change! 

re-usable material risk: too detailed 

• This "core" should be a stable 
starting point for defining 
organization and applications 

• 17 architects should use it to 
create models within a few 
weeks 

• Team suggestion: let's use 
responsibilities = activities … 
– as elementary as possible 
– at the same time no smaller than a 

unit of work, suitable for both 
insourcing or outsourcing 

– with a clearly defined result in terms 
of the business ("is a new fact 
actually created") 

– without making assumptions about 
the way the result is produced 
(implementation independent) 

function model (goal-tree)? 

+ -- 

as stable as mission learning curve for 
this team 

 assess effectivity 

responsibilities! 

+ -- 

result-focus ≙ 
service-orientation 

SSC 

fast: main result in 
one workshop day responsibility = DEMO-transaction 

June 17th, 2015 
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In the ING case, we used only the list of 
transactions from DEMO 

This was already a great help in reducing complexity and 
focusing attention 

SM PM 

AM 

CM 

B-  
organization 

I-  
organization 

D-  
organization 

A 0 A 1 

Actor A 0   
is an initiator of  
transactions T 1 

Actor A 1   
is the executor of  
transactions T 1 

Transaction  
type T 1 

T 1 

T7 

Actor A 1   
inspects the facts from 

transactions T 7 

June 17th, 2015 
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Topics for further research (2005) 

• what additional value does a complete DEMO construction model 
(including actors and the chain of transactions) give in splitting 
enterprises? 

• do the conclusions hold for "external" alliances as well (in which already 
existing and complementary parties join forces)? 

– this case showed the use for an "internal" alliance 

• for which subject matter areas do the conclusions hold? 

– financial institutions, public, industry, …? 

• how exactly does architecture and ontology steer design? 

June 17th, 2015 
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Instituting Deltares (2007): H2 scope? 

June 17th, 2015 
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District Water Board Z 

1. scoping Deltares over-all 

2. scoping Deltares <> RWS 

Deltares     

RWS 

   2 

1 
Utrecht University 

Delft University of Technology 

VROM 

WL Delft Hydraulics 

GeoDelft 

TNO 

District Water Board Y 
District Water Board X 

•wet tunnel construction 
•models water level rivers / 
North Sea 

•models pollution / poison 
distribution 

•link water traffic control 

lesson from ING SSC: use DEMO actor role as 
organization building block 
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A02

baker

A03

transporter

A01

sales

S01

customer

T01

com plete purchase

T04

pay purchase

T02

bake purchase

T03

transport purchase

S02: Pizzeria
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Example: Mario’s pizzeria can be split in 
many different ways ... 

Shared Service  
Center Bakery? 

a shared call 
center? 

outsourcing? 

According to which rules should we split the organization? 
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• basic principle HICLEC = high internal cohesion, loose external coupling 

1. assign uniform weight to all B&I-relationships from the CM; e.g. BI=91 

2. interpretation: 
• high weight T01  keep A00 & A01 together 

• high weight I (A07-T01)  keep A07 & A01 together 

3. organization splitting  pay a penalty 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. optimal organization = the one with the minimum penalty P (here: S2) 
– given that (for other reasons) a split has to occur anyhow 

– known from mathematics as the min-cut problem ( graph theory) 
June 17th, 2015 
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see wim.vree2.de 
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Is it possible to calculate a best 
organization split? 

http://wim.vree2.de/graph.html
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Detail: About actor coherence, based 
upon information links 

• We said: “high weight I (A07-T01)  keep A07 & A01 together” 

• Why is that – why not “keeping A07 and A00 together?”  

• Contents of fact bank T01 = P-fact of T01 (P01) + all C-facts of T01 

• A00 determines (happy flow) C-facts T01/rq, ac 

• A01 determines (happy flow) C-facts T01/pm, st + P-fact P01 

⇒ when A07 has strong connection with fact bank T01, it is more an 
indication of a strong connection with A01 then with A00 
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A07

actor A07

A01

actor A01

A00

actor A00

T07
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Support decision making (GDS + calc) on 
Rijkwaterstaat-Deltares organization split 
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• model built in xx 
man days 

• ½ day to assess 
model by 
management 

• calculated split 
90% (36:40) 
compliant with 
expert group 
judgment ⇒ time 
to discuss the 
“grey areas” 

want to deviate 
from calculated 
alternative? ⇒ 

penalties are clear 
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Challenges for agreements in the chain … 

can somebody 
come & wipe me 
off? 

ms. Janssen should 
be wiped off 

request wiping-
function customer 
Janssen 

yellow form E17, 

target: AF/FUN, 

case: 7011287 

for moist 
paper: press 1 
… 
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Use DEMO CM as stepping stone 
to detect items for contracting 

a. specify ownership of all assets – all  
business and information results and 
means – for Org2 

• including the life-cyle of all these assets 

b. behavior on organization split: 
specify business and information 
services 

• include content, quality, shape 

c. the same as (b), but then for critical 
chain dependencies 

a. ownership business results (baken 
pizzas, flour), information results 
(#bakings/order, MTBF, #wasters), 
means (3 experienced bakers, 
kitchen furniture – incl replacements) 

b. BS pizza-delivery: <10 min, >90°C, 

#customer complaints < 0,5%. 
IS prognosticate pizza-baking-time:  
accuracy ± 5%, in pizzaML 

c. BS: order fresh ingredients 

Shared Service  
Center Bakery 

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

(a) (b) (c)
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Significant contracting items: 
examples RWS-Deltares 

a. specify ownership of all assets – all  
business and information results and 
means – of the organization-part to 
be cut off 

– include the life-cycles of all assets 

 

b. on organization-split: specify 
business and information services 

– include content, quality, shape 

 

 

 
 

c. do the same as (b) for critical 
dependencies on suppliers 

a. ownership of the models for water 
behavior prediction (including 
maintenance, provision) and the 
software means supporting that; 
ownership of the delta research 
(publication time, IP, copyright) 

b. BS Advice: who is responsible to 
bring in knowledge on national 
legislation? 
IS: required data (like GIS, meteo, 
international water model data), 
required data-access (to prevent 
imperfect competition 

c. Deltares has to show – on a per 
project basis – it involves the 
relevant knowledge institutions in 
formulating their advice 

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

Org1

Org2

(a) (b) (c)

item area example Rijkswaterstaat-Deltares 
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What results did we achieve with EBSO*? 
What is the Return On Modeling Effort (ROME)? 

• Construction Model has a precisely 
defined level of abstraction  
focus on domain modeling & scoping 

– complete business transactions 

• drafting Construction Model was fast 

– 13 expert / 45 consultancy man days, for 
an area of € 7.5 mio yearly turnover 

• Construction Model was understood 
fast 

– ¾ hours to explain for newbie managers 

• Construction Model was a fast 
steering instrument 

– ½ day in a Group Decision Support 
Session, using the calculated alternatives 
for the organization split 

• splitting choices were underpinned 
easily and in consensus 

– bottom-up or in terms of previously 
formulated principles 

 

• a plausible organization splitting 
proposal could be calculated, using 
CM and graph-theoretical algorithms 
(minimum penalty, maximum 
modularity) 

 

• using the CM as a structuring 
framework, contracting items for 
allying after the organization split 
could be systematically detected 

*EBSO = Evidence Based Splitting of Organizations 
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Future research (2007) 

• how sensitive is the algorithm for (subtle) changes in weights? 

• how could the assigning of weights be loaded by meaningful attributes of 
the business? 

–e.g. frequency, criticality, complexity, … 

• how to connect this model EBSO for organization splitting and allying to 
ICT splitting and allying? 

June 17th, 2015 
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Air France KLM Cargo's challenge: well-
controlled operational integration 

• Cargo's merged in 2005 

• Situation in 2008: 

– commercial activities integrated 

– operations co-ordinated, but kept separate 

 

"We have defined a roadmap towards            
ICT-suite for operations, however: 

• do we have clarity on the end-game? 

• are the migration steps feasible? 

• can we maintain our operational integrity, 
especially in critical phase 24 hrs before 
departure? 

 

• no consensus in the Cargo MT 

• dilemma for the Cargo EVP" 

June 17th, 2015 
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The essence of PMI 

• enterprise = goal-oriented cooperative, 
implemented with people and means 

• PMI results in 

– re-assigned roles & responsibilities 

– re-allocated (a/o ICT-) means 

• A04 is working with different Quality of 
Business (QoB) for its 2 initiators CA01/A16 

• PMI could result here in assigning A04 to 
one organizational unit in the future 
organization, supported by common ICT-
means 
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Case-assignment Air France KLM Cargo 

"Create neutral and sustainable DEMO-models of the Cargo business, for 
the current processes in Air France and KLM and show in these models: 

• the essential Business processes and transactions between commercial 
and operational domains with a focus on the last 24 hours before 
departure; 

• the mapping of the actor roles in these processes and transaction on the 
AF and KL organizations (responsibilities of Sales, CSO, OPS and RM); 

• the ICT systems that support these transaction; 

• critical design and migration issues within the preferred scenario and their 
proposed solution." 

June 17th, 2015 
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Hypothesis on critical design and 
migration issues for PMI 

"We expect critical design and migration issues especially 

a. where one actor role is implemented in different organizational units for 
the same case/event 

b. where one actor role is supported by different ICT-systems for the same 
case/event 

c. for actor roles with demanding Quality of Business (QoB) 
requirements." 
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Way of working 

• Requirement: achieve sufficient 
buy-in of the resulting analysis  

–make political and organizational 
sensitive issues open to discussion 

–basis of discussion = observed facts 

• Main principles way of working: 

– let DEMO CM be constructed by 
experts (no party in sensitive issues) 

–perform objective fact gathering by 

• involving actual employees participating 
in the processes 

• crossing managerial, organizational and 
geographical boundaries 

– separate strictly the interpretation 
and valuation of the findings – taking 
political and organizational sensitive 
issues into account – from model 
construction and fact gathering 

 

• Let five different teams carry out 
the assignment: 

1. Core DEMO team for modeling and 
facilitation 

2. a Business team for ensuring the 
quality of business input 

3. an ICT team for ensuring quality of 
ICT input 

4. Business Subject Matter Experts 
(SME) that perform in daily life the 
chosen event traces 

5. Business executives and external 
experts that are able to value and 
interpret the gathered results 
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Results 

• Simplified DEMO model (same for AF and KL!) 

 

• Most critical transactions in last 24 hours 

 

 

• Event traces 

 

 

 

 

• Mapping on ICT systems and identification of critical areas 
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Transaction Name Result 

T04 Order Acceptance Order O has been accepted 

action actor transaction  IT systems 

used 
initiator executor 

CSO captures all details about the 

shipment (sizes, weights, handling) 

Customer CSO T04-rq VC Quotation 

transaction departments in actor role automated information systems used 

T13 OPS (80%), CSO (10%), RM (10%)  Cargoal (94%), Chain (65%), … 

AFKL-CARGO

CA01

Customer

T16

Shipment S has been 

accepted

T26

Shipment S has been 

collected

 

A18

Capacity 

Forecaster
T18

Physical Capacity PhC for 

flight F has been forecasted

CA04

Authorities

 

A04

Order 

Taker

T04

Order O has been accepted

T22

Flight F has been handled

 

A19

Flight 

Handling 

Planner

T19

Handling H for Flight F has 

been planned

 

A47

Shipment 

Deliverer

 

A08

Rate Setter T08

Rate R has been set

 

A03

Demand 

Forecaster

T03

Demand D for Flow F has 

been forecasted

 

A09

Commercial 

Policy 

Maker

 T09

Commercial Policy CP has 

been set

 

A10

Technical 

Capabiliy 

planner

T10

Standard Technical 

Capability STC has been 

provided

T06

Flight Profile FP for Flight F 

has been created

 

A06

Flight 

Profiler
 

 

A13

Capacity 

Booker
 

T13

Capacity C has been booked

 

A23

Shipment 

Execution 

Monitor

T23

Execution of Shipment S 

has been monitored

 

A16

Shipment 

Acceptor

T34

Shipment S has been 

cleared

 

A22

Flight 

Handler

CA08

Flight 

Executor

T37

Shipments {S} for Flight F 

have been handed over to 

Flight Executor FE

T38

Shipments {S} from Flight F 

have been checked-in from 

Flight Executor FE

 

A38

Shipment 

In Checker

T42

ULD U has been built

 

A42

ULD 

Builder

T47

Shipment Delivery SD has 

been planned

T46

ULD U has been transported 

from/to the ramp

 

A46

Ramp 

Transporter

Conclusion: Critical areas determined by Organizational & ICT-complexity, not QoB! 
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Return On Modeling Effort (ROME) 

• shared (recognized by AF & KL, 
Business and ICT), neutral and 
correct descriptions of 

1. essence of the Cargo business 

2. different organizational and ICT-
implementations + its risks 

3. AFKL-difference in migration 
consequences 

• focus on critical transactions 

• single view from operational floor to 
executive level, business/ICT  

undisputed findings 

• fast approach 

– 65 man-days in 6 weeks (area with € 
2.9 billion turnover/yr, 6000 employees) 

• results fast to understand 

– ¾ hours to explain for newbie managers 

Contributing factors: 

• Construction Model has a precisely 
defined level of abstraction  good 
stop criterion for detail level, 
unambiguous counting & metrics 

– complete business transactions 

• CM model = new  no AF or KL bias 

• the use of business event traces to 
identify actual implementations 

• visualizing the results was started 
early in the process  facilitates 

communication on management and 
executive level 

 

 

 

Using Enterprise Ontology (CM) works already 5 * better than existing methods 

roles 
multi-impl 
emented 

€-spent  
temporal 
measures 
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Future directions (2009) 

• Future potential use of approach 

–use CM as Cargo reference model 

• neutral + stable 

• a/o in ownership of data  data-

integrity, operational integrity 

– clarify organizational accountability 

–better control of transforming the 
business & its 3rd party collaboration 

– identify business services & 
components, e.g. in SOA 

• Future research 

– is CM standard/generic for branch? 

• also in less regulated markets? 

–apply this approach earlier? 

–position in broader PMI-method, 
including also the 'soft aspects'? 
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NATO Overarching Architecture (2004/5) 

• for political consultation, crisis management, civil emergency planning, 
and military command and control, NATO needs interoperable capability 

–described in an Overarching Architecture (OA), as a top-down prescription of the 
configuration of the NATO C3 (Consultation, Command & Control) System 

• approach: applying NATO’s Architecture Engineering Methodology (AEM), 
an amalgamation of best practice from industry as well as academia, 
including DEMO and Capgemini’s Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF) 

• result: using a Service-Oriented paradigm, all types of services were 
included: Operational /Business, Information, User/IS and Technical 
Infrastructure 

• next step: being extended to include NATO Network Enabled Capabilities 
(NNEC) 

• ROME: drafted within a few weeks DEMO Construction Model with a 
broad support 

–basis for coherent use cases and SOA 
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International Patent Organization (2011) 

• International organization supporting common concerns of National 
Offices granting patents 

• 7,000 employees in 30 countries 

• No international regulations on patent granting 

• 3-day workshops were held in 3 countries (NL, FR, PL) 

• DEMO Construction Model of 70 transactions and 21 information links 

–also: DEMO Process Model, DEMO Fact Model, informal Action Model 

–also: first inventory of implementation choices 
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Benefits and concerns of DEMO 

Benefits Concerns 

Practice shows high Return-On-
Modeling-Effort 

Only focusses on essential level, not 
implementation details 

Able to identify essential differences 
in processes 

Sometimes experienced difficult to 
understand 
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 we used mock-up screens for communicating DEMO models while 

making (organizational and IT) implementation details explicit 
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Conclusions on case level 

• Processes (to a large extent) 

• Prerequisites for activities 

• Data items 

• Used screens 

Some services are just not there 
in some NO’s 

• Order of activities / screen flows 

• Implicit/explicit 

• Rules for executing an activity, 
often because of differences in law 

• The way in which actor roles are 
combined into functionary types 
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Similarities throughout NO’s Differences between NO’s 

Conclusions from the workshops were supported by all NO’s 
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Conclusions on research level 

DEMO supplemented with mock-up screens and implementation mappings 
… 

• Make DEMO models communicable 

• Reveal essential and implementation differences between organizations 

• Have good ROME 

• Make sure unhappy flow is designed as well 

• Make that results are supported by all stakeholders involved 
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… is a starting point for designing applications which can 
support both stable essence and dynamic implementation of 

(different) organizations 
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Limitations and future research (2012) 

• We have shown only some implementation details: 

– Implicit/explicit 

–Actorrole/functionary type 

–Order of working 

• What other aspects are there in implementation which can vary over 
organizations and over time? 

–For that, we will need additional implementation models 

• perhaps existing methods, like BPMN, ArchiMate, …? 

• We have seen law influences an organization’s ontology 

–Are there any other aspects that can influence ontology? 

• And how to deal with these aspects in designing applications? 
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Capgemini and its flexible Solution strategy 

• Capgemini is constantly exploring better ways of … 

– continuously optimizing business processes 

–building and maintaining inherently flexible information systems 

• in 2013 some 25 Organization Implementation Variables (OIVs) were 
postulated 

–e.g. splitting or joining responsibilities, order of working, Segregation of Duties 

– see Exploring Organizational Implementation Fundamentals (EEWC-2013) 

• these OIVs have been validated in several organizations of our customers 

• recently these OIVs also have been used to audit inherent organizational 
flexibility of several ICT Solutions   

–a/o Organization Implementation Fundamentals: a Case Study Validation in the 
Youthcare Sector (TEE-2015, forthcoming) 
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https://app.box.com/s/4i42cn7b8qqaf0g4r96y
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Many real-life cases suggest significant benefits 
of DEMO in governing transformations 

where Effort Return 

ROOD 5 weeks for CM, 
½ day GDS 

well-underpinned re-allocation of 
responsibilities  (5,000) 

VISI standard DEMO-
training 

rapid design of civil construction 
project organizations 

SSC Securities weeks for CM common language for organizational 
and ICT-split 

NATO  weeks for CM basis for Overarching Architecture, 
including use cases and SOA 

Rijkswaterstaat (RWS) 175 man-days 
½ yr 

application portfolio rationalization 
proposal, 49% saved (130 apps, used 
by 300 staff in 6 regions) 

RWS-Deltares several 10s of 
man-days 

organization-split proposal + items for 
contracting 

AFKL Cargo 65 man-days in 
6 weeks 

neutral language, agreement upon 
design and migration issues 
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For what type of issues does Capgemini 
typically use DEMO®? 

• uniformizing products and processes 

• application portfolio rationalization 

• enabling conscious choices in areas such as: 

– sharing and sourcing 

–business rules 

–deciding on the order of process steps 

• splitting and allying 

• post-merger integration 

• systematically deriving information system requirements 
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DEMO® has always been applied in combination with other methods & 
techniques, especially in the area of organization- and ICT-implementation  
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Summarizing: 
DEMO’s added value in practice 

• products and services of an organization are defined in terms of results 

• the chain of business services is in scope, regardless of current or future 
organization borders 

• it is an outstanding model for the (re-)assigning of responsibilities (old 
versus new organizations) 

• it shapes the core of an SLA’s service catalogue 

• the models ensure a complete insight in information, required and to be 
delivered by actors  

• its neutral language enables a fast comparison of different application 
portfolios 

• the results are delivered fast, yielding a high Return on Modeling Effort 
(ROME) 
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Future developments 

• role of DEMO for Capgemini 

– elaborating DEMO as basis for organizational implementation choices 

• collaborating in developing DEMO-based IOTA theory: Implementing Organizations with 
Technological Alternatives 

• why? 

– professionalizing our business analysts in using well founded theories 

• connecting DEMO to Lean Six Sigma (1 Master student), process simulation (1 Master 
student), validating Organization Implementation Variables on large real-life cases (3 Master 
students), formalizing Organization Implementation Variables (1 Master-student), … 

– connecting DEMO to an agile way of working & agile software, e.g., Normalized 
Systems (1 PhD student) 

 

• DEMO presence at Capgemini 

– fits in our architecture thinking + method for business analysis (SEMBA) 

– professional service supplier with largest DEMO community 

• 2014: ± 45 DEMO certified, another ± 55 followed DEMO courses 

– Capgemini Academy certified (from 2006) for lecturing DEMO courses 
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Any other questions? 

Wish you the very best in your efforts in your work, study & research! 

 

That it may contribute to better and durable solutions 

for you and your organizations 

 

 

Thanks for your attention! 

Martin.OptLand@capgemini.com 

 

or visit me at LinkedIn 
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References 

• read material on DEMO 
–what DEMO is The Deep Structure of Business Processes (Dietz, 2006, Communications of the ACM) 

– theoretically expected benefits of using DEMO Benefits of Enterprise Ontology in Governing 
Complex Enterprise Transformations (Op 't Land & Dietz, EEWC-2012) 

• read material on how to apply DEMO 
–my PhD thesis Applying Architecture and Ontology to the Splitting and Allying of Enterprises  

• summarized for managers in a 16 pager Instrument for fast and effective splitting of organizations (NL) 

–at Rijkswaterstaat, e.g. Lines in the Water: The Line of Reasoning in an Enterprise Engineering Case Study 
from the Public Sector (PRET-2010) 

– at Air France KLM Towards a Fast Enterprise Ontology Based Method for Post Merger Integration (ACM-SAC2009) 

–as a basis for intrinsically durable IT-systems Using Enterprise Ontology as a basis for 
Requirements for Cross-Organizationally Usable Applications (MCIS-2012) 

–on organization implementation Exploring Organizational Implementation Fundamentals (EEWC-2013), 
Organization Implementation Fundamentals: a Case Study Validation in the Youthcare Sector (TEE-2015, forthcoming) 

• follow the courses DEMO Bachelor and/or DEMO Master, e.g., 
–as a part of the Master in Enterprise & IT Architecture (Universiteit  

Maastricht – NL, University Antwerp Management School – BE) 

–as a separate course, e.g. at Capgemini Academy in cooperation with Sapio 
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